Resolution enhancement method for lensless in-line holographic microscope with spatially-extended light source.
We propose a resolution enhancement method for lensless in-line holographic microscope (LIHM) with spatially-extended light source, where the resolution is normally deteriorated by the insufficient spatial coherence of the illumination. In our LIHM setup, a light-emitting diode (LED), which was a spatially-extended light source, directly illuminated the sample, and the in-line hologram were recorded by a CMOS imaging sensor located behind the sample. In our holographic reconstruction process, the in-line hologram was first deconvoled with a properly resized image of the LED illumination area, and then back-propagated with scalar diffraction formula to reconstruct the sample image. We studied the hologram forming process and showed that the additional deconvolution process besides normal scalar diffraction reconstruction in LIHM can effectively enhance the imaging resolution. The resolution enhancements capability was calibrated by numerical simulations and imaging experiments with the U.S. air force target as the sample. We also used our LIHM to image the wing of a green lacewing to further demonstrate the capability of our methods for practical imaging applications. Our methods provide a way for LIHM to achieve satisfactory resolution with less stringent requirement for spatial coherence of the source and could reduce the cost for compact imaging system.